
IN MONTANAMINING TRUCKS HIT 
THE GROUND RUNNING 

NEW CAT 793F
MINING TRUCKS

“A LITTLE BIT 
 OF HEAVEN”
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The Cat® 793 Mining Truck has a long-standing reputation as one of the most reliable haul road workhorses 
in the industry. One mine in the western United States recently put a pair of brand new 793F trucks to work. 
The results from their first full year of operation on the demanding Montana mine site are nothing less than 
spectacular.

TELL US YOUR 793F SUCCESS STORY
Want to find out how the Cat 793F can help your operation build 
more success? Check out the details here or contact your Cat 
dealer today. 

The mine’s two new 793Fs incorporate hundreds of 
enhancements and refinements—from the frame to the engine, 
all the way down to wiring harnesses and serviceability details. 
The result? The latest Cat 793F trucks come from the factory 
ready to deliver reliable, cost-effective operation from day one. 

By operating for 8100 hours out of the 8760 total hours in a non-
leap year, each of the mine’s new 793Fs delivered greater than 
92.5% availability. That enviable uptime means they spent the 
vast majority of their time out of the shop and on the road.

As good as they are, the numbers only tell part of the story. The mine’s 
operators report that driving the 793F is “a little bit of heaven.”  That’s no 
surprise, considering that the cab, suspension and drive train are all designed 
to deliver maximum operator comfort, performance and safety.  And a 
comfortable, confident operator delivers higher efficiency shift after shift. 

With their 250-ton payload capacity, the two new Cat trucks 
combined to move more than five million tons of material over 
the course of the year. That adds up to better than 20,000 haul 
cycles carrying a full payload.

In just 12 months, each of the mine’s new Cat trucks racked 
up more than 8,100 hours of operation. An impressive track 
record for any truck, but just another year on the job for the 
Cat 793F.
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